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Beyond the Personal:Weil's Critiqueof
Maritain
Eric O. Springsted
General Theological Seminary

Jacques Maritainand Simone Weil never met, and only once exchanged letters.
Maritainnever cites Weil; she, on the other hand, cites him explicitly in at least
three places, but disparagingly.Despite their limited contact, which may have left
Weil slightly vindictive, Maritainnevertheless played a significant role for Weil.
However,it was one in which he chiefly inspiredherto rise to a new level of thought
by her conscious attemptto contradicthim.

A DisappointedEncounter
When Simone Weil arrivedin New York with her parentsfrom the Marseilles of
Vichy Francein early July 1942, she had one plan of action fixed in her mind. She
aimed to returnto the occupied portionof France,indeed to be parachutedinto it.
Sometime earliershe had conceived a plan to parachutenursesinto the front lines,
where they would take care of the wounded in the heat of battle.There were very
grave risks in such a venture,but they were essential to the plan. ForWeil believed
that in such a war one way that the Allies could show what they were fighting for
was by risking themselves in an effort of brave self-sacrificial compassion.
It is virtuallyimpossible to overestimatethe importanceof this mission to Weil.
Its moral significance had capturedher conscience, and she was desperate to do
something for the war effort. Living in the comfort of New York, she felt like a
deserter;and were she to be isolated from Francemuch longer, she wrote, it would
break her heart.' She wrote numerousletters to anybody who might listen to her
plan and help in its implementationor help her to get somebody in authorityto
listen. The recipients included Admiral Leahy and probably Roosevelt himself.
'Simone P6trement, La vie de Simone Weil (Paris: Fayard, 1973) 627. Biographical facts are
taken from this source.
HTR 98:2 (2005)
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When she finally reached England,only to be stuck (she thought) writing reports
for the Free Frenchand having the plan declaredas mad by de Gaulle, she resigned
her post with the Free Frenchand fell into a despairthatended only with her death
from tuberculosisin August 1943.
It was in an effortto enlist his help in herplan thatWeil wrote to Maritainshortly
afterherarrivalin New York,hopingthathe might not only be sympatheticbut also
that he might have some influence among the Free French, for whom he was an
intellectualhero. Maritainwas out of town but replied on 4 August with a friendly
letter.He wrote that Weil's purposewas lofty and noble, and, althoughhe did not
know whether her plan was practicable,that he would try to help her meet with
appropriateauthorities.He also advised her to meet with Alexander Koyre, and to
discuss with FatherCouturiercertainquestions about her "spiritualposition"that
she had mentioned.2It was, of course, out of her meetings with Couturierthat the
well-known and controversial"Letterto a Priest"emerged.
This was the end of the exchange. Yet Maritainobviously remainedon Weil's
mind. She explicitly mentions him twice in TheNeedfor Roots, writtenwhile she
was in London. First, discussing the soul's need for truth,Weil quotes his claim
that all the greatest thinkersof antiquityaccepted slavery, despite the very clear
testimony of Aristotle, who says that there were people who did not. She comments that since workersreadingMaritainwould not have the wherewithalto do
the research themselves and would have to take his word on the matter,he has
offended against the need for truthand ought to be haled in front of a tribunalthat
could censure him.3(Her comment is somewhat less silly than it sounds, since it
is made in the service of a largerand very serious point aboutthe responsibilityof
writersin a society.) Second, at the end of TheNeedfor Roots, she directly quotes
him as saying that"thenotion of rightis even deeperthanthatof moralobligation,
for God has a sovereign right over his creaturesand he has no moral obligation
to them."4This thought absolutely appalledher, and she cites it as an example of
what she deemed "the Roman conception of God," that is, a God who is like an
emperorexercising sovereignty over subjects as slaves. This is a very important
point, as I shall arguebelow. Nevertheless, it also indicates a clear lack of pleasure
with Maritainthat is furtherunderlinedin the essay "HumanPersonality"("La
personneet le sacre").If Maritainis indeed its target,5then he is also one of those
2Althoughthe correspondence has yet to be published, Petrement saw the letters and described
Maritain'sreply as friendly (ibid.).
3The Need for Roots (San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1971) 38. Compare Jacques Maritain,
The Rights of Man and Natural Law (London: Geofrey Bles, 1944) 57; trans. of Les droits de
l'homme et le loi naturale (New York: Editions de la Maison franqaise, 1942). Citations are from
the English translation.
4The Need for Roots, 277-78; compare Maritain, Rights of Man, 37.
5As Simone Fraisse and I have maintained. See Simone Fraisse, "Simone Weil, la personne et
les droits de l'homme," Cahiers Simone Weil 7 (1951) 120-32; and Eric O. Springsted, "Rootedness: Culture and Value," in Diogenes Allen and Eric O. Springsted, Spirit, Nature and Community
(Albany: SUNY Press, 1994) 178-79.
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originatorsof Personalism"warmlywrappedin social consideration,"one of those
"writersfor whom it is partof their profession to have or hope to acquire a name
and reputation."6One senses more than a little rancorhere.
Why the antagonism?To the degree that her aggressiveness is personal, it is
likely that Weil was disappointedbecause Maritainnever did provide the help he
offered. It may well be the case thatthe warmtone of the kind letterwas in the end
taken by Weil as condescension, the sort of encouraging politeness which great
people use to disguise a dismissal. Disappointed expectation makes us feel that
we have been played for fools. This may not have been Maritain'sintentionat all,
but Weil, who was very sensitive to possible slights and had a lot of experience
with them as she scouted for supportfor her project,might very well have thought
he did. If this were the sum of the exchange between Weil and Maritain,it could
not be reckoned entirely to Weil's credit. However, there is rathermore to their
dialogue, and it lies at a far deeperphilosophical level. Indeed, it concernsthe very
idea of depth in humanlife.

Maritainas the Targetof "HumanPersonality"
Weil finally reached London in November 1942 and joined the Free French. She
was given the task of examining the projectsthat the Resistance committees were
developing for the reorganizationof France after the war. Her identity card states
her title as rddactrice.She was bitterlydisappointedthat she had not been sent to
Franceon a dangerousmission, and even more so as she could receive no serious
hearingfor her nursingproject.Yet this was an incrediblyproductivetime for her.
Far from simply churning out the easily forgettable reports of a bureaucrat,she
wrote, in a period of little more than six months, numerousessays on the spiritual
and political renewal of France, including what has come to us as the book The
Need for Roots, and several essays on politics, religion, and ancient philosophy,
many of which are collected in Ecrits de Londres7.Her thought in these works is
at its most matureand most integrated.Indeed, she herself suggests, in a July 1943
letterto her parents,thather thoughthad taken such a turnthatit had become more
and more compact, more indivisible, as it grew.8
One of the most importantof the works writtenat this time was the essay "Human Personality,"the first or among the first of the London works. It is a turning
in Weil's thought.It both clears the decks of numerousideas so easily assumed in
thinking about the humanbeing and human communities in liberal democracies,
clearly distinguishingWeil's own views, and introducesmany of the greatthemes
of the London writings, such as her notion of the impersonal, and her argument

6"HumanPersonality,"in Selected Essays 1934-1943 (ed. and trans. Richard Rees; New York:
Oxford University Press, 1962) 17.
7Ecrits de Londres et dernidres lettres (Paris: Gallimard, 1957).

8SeventyLetters (London: Oxford University Press, 1965) 196.
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thatobligations absolutely have precedenceover rights. It is an extremely original
essay and has a timeless quality,as do many of her writings.
Yet, despite its timeless quality it is also a highly contextual essay. Partof that
context is, of course, the concern over just what France should look like after the
war,of how it would conceive and organize its laws, social concerns, and politics.
In short, she was concerned about how justice would be conceived, especially
given all the competing voices in those chaotic times. That much has always been
recognizable and recognized. Another part of the context has not been so easily
recognized-namely, Maritain'slittle book The Rights of Man and Natural Law.
For Weil, Maritainwas perhapsthe chief competing voice in the debate over the
futureof France.For her colleagues in the Free French,he may well have been the
most influentialvoice, or so Weil feared.
There is no doubt that Weil had read The Rights of Man, which was published
in Frenchin New Yorkin 1942, and that she could put a copy in front of her. Both
of the quotations in The Need for Roots cited above are from this book. While
"HumanPersonality"neitherexplicitly mentionsMaritainnor quotes him directly,
therearenumerousclear indicatorsthatit is a directresponseto TheRightsofMan.
The most incontrovertibleexample is a point thatcould only have been takenfrom
Maritain'sdiscussion of naturallaw in thatbook. There he calls the naturallaw an
"unwrittenlaw (droit)" and proceeds to cite Antigone as an example of it.9Weil
notes in her essay, in a way that leaves no doubt as to what she is referringto,
that "it is extraordinarythatAntigone's unwrittenlaw should have been confused
with the idea of naturalright (droit)."'oWeil is making an essential point aboutthe
status of rights in ancient Greece, which is part of a more general and extended
argumentabout rights and their linkage to the concepts of person and personality,
an essential theme of both her essay and Maritain'sbook. Thus, it is immediately
clear thather essay is a response to TheRights of Man. Indeed,Weil is attackinga
numberof points that Maritainmade about rights and the concepts of person and
personalityin The Rights of Man. Simone Fraisse, who was the first one to notice
the connection, points out the parallels:"One finds there praise of la personne in
terms that Weil refused to countenanceof it: the sacred, respect, expansiveness,
One may also add to this list Weil's discussions of the relation of the
rights.""11
person to the collectivity, and her equally subtle but insistent differences from
Maritainon the issue of humanlabor.'2
'The Rights of Man, 34, 35.
'0"HumanPersonality,"20.
""On y trouve l'dloge de la personne, h laquelle sont associ6s les termes que Simone Weil
refusait de lui reconnaltre:le sacr6, le respect, I'6panouissement, le droit." Fraisse, "Simone Weil,
la personne et les droits de l'homme," 123-24.
12This issue of human labor admirablyillustrates Weil's approachto Maritain's book. Maritain
spends considerable time defending the dignity of labor, seeking to liberate it from the conditions
of slavery and servitude (The Rights of Man, 50-60). Weil, like HannahArendt who followed her
on this, would agree in the abstract.But unlike Maritain,who thinks we ought to aim at progressive
liberation from material necessity (22, 27) and ought to subjugate nature (26), she thinks that the
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If this is a direct response, what sort of response it is needs to be considered,
however. While ratherthorough in covering a number of Maritain'spoints, it is
not exactly a systematic critique, a point-by-point refutation. Nor is it, despite
everything else, one that is entirely unsympatheticto Maritain'sproject. In fact,
Weil and Maritainmight well agree on any numberof items of concern that they
both canvass:the deep problemsof both individualismand totalitarianism,and the
need to establish the humanbeing as ontologically relatedto God. For this reason,
a point-by-pointrefutationwould miss the mark, since it is a general approach
to these problems that she is worriedabout. Indeed, to read it as a point-by-point
refutationwould suggest thatWeil had let a ratherunfairprejudicecolor her reading of Maritainand that she had in fact utterly misread him. Her attacks on the
concepts of person and personalityare attackson concepts of the empirical, social
ego, and that is clearly not what Maritainthinks he is trying to get his readersto
consider; indeed, it is precisely what he is trying to avoid by rooting the concept
of personin a relationto God and calling it sacred.I think she understoodthis, and
does not make him a straw man.
Weil's response is subtlerand more pressing. Its natureis indicatedin the sixth
sentence of her essay. In its opening lines she has made a commonsense appeal
to the distinction between a sentence such as "You do not interest me," which is
genuinely cruel and offensive, and "Yourperson does not interest me," which,
she notes, can be used in an affectionate conversation between friends. While
the distinction may be more successful in French than English, it is recoverable.
Imaginetwo friendspursuinga philosophicalargument.One of them remarkshow
amenablea certainposition is to him personally,because it fits well with the way
he prefersto see things.The othercan reply,withoutcausing offense, "Yourperson
does not interest me," meaning that the friend's personal stake in it, his person,
is irrelevantto discovering the truthof the argument,which is what they are both
really interestedin. With this distinction in place, Weil comments: "This proves
thatsomethingis amiss with the vocabularyof the moderntrendof thoughtknown

value of labor is that it allows one to obey necessity and is an "opportunityto reach the impersonal
stage of attention" ("Human Personality," 17). When Maritain outlines the rights of the working
person (The Rights of Man, 61-62), he chiefly considers issues of property, such as a just wage,
ownership, insurance, and other benefits. Weil for her part comments: "Usually when addressing
[the workers] on their conditions, the selected topic is wages; and for men burdened with a fatigue
that makes any effort of attention painful it is a relief to contemplate the unproblematicclarity of
figures. In this way, they forget that the subject of the bargain, which they complain they are being
forced to sell cheap and for less than the just price, is nothing other than their soul. Suppose the
devil were bargaining for the soul of some poor wretch and someone, moved by pity, should step
in and say to the devil: It is a shame for you to bid so low; the commodity is worth at least twice
as much" ("HumanPersonality," 18). Here, while she is contesting a general position about labor,
it seems to be the case that she recognizes (and would have others recognize it, too) that Maritain
just happens to be one of those who believes it, and who has spoken publicly on it.
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as Personalism.And in this domain, where there is a grave errorof vocabularyit
is almost certainlythe sign of a grave errorof thought."'3The accusation,I would
suggest, is initially not so much thatMaritainhas gotten hold of the wrong sort of
problem or that he has failed to define his terms accurately,but that in using the
termpersonne he has failed to get a hold on le motjuste.
That is not a trivial point, and certainly not for Weil, whose own concern for
callingthingsby theirrightnameswas categoricallyimperative.The most charitable
interpretationof her objection is that no matterhow carefullypersonne might be
defined-and Maritaincertainlywent to some efforts to define it carefully-this is
simply recherche, and any subtle distinctionswill be lost, given the normalfreight
thatthe word carries.Weil is absolutelycorrect.Whatis heardandcelebratedwhen
one says that the person is sacredis not that "one can find alone his complete fulfillment"in the absolute of God, which is what Maritainthinks he means.'4 What
is heardis that the confused mass of desires that constitutes our social egos and
aspirations,what we normally call the person or our personality,is sacred. When
that happens the sacred is created in our image. I think, given Maritain's intellectual influence among the Free French, that Weil was particularlyconcerned to
warn them on this point.
That is the most charitableinterpretation,and leaves Maritain'sown thought
internallyintact.However, while Maritainmay have been less misled by his use of
the termpersonne thanhis audiencemight have been, Weil believed thatnevertheless he was still misled, and seriously so.'5 He makes exactly the sort of mistake
she fears will be made when one uses the term personne for what is sacred in a
humanbeing. The problem is Maritain'ssubsequenteasy connection of personne
to the notion of rights, which Weil thinks belongs to the realm of "words of the
middle region,"'6the realm of ordinaryinstitutions,even thoughMaritainthought
13"Human Personality,"9.

'4TheRights of Man, 6.
'5Maritainhimself was concerned to distinguish individuality (le ego) from personality. In a
lecture given in New York in 1938, he defines individuality as that "in one which excludes from
one all that other men are, [and] is the narrowness in being, and the 'grasping for oneself,' which,
in a body animated by a spirit, derives from matter."Personality, on the other hand, does not refer
to matter. "It refers to the highest and deepest dimensions of being; personality is rooted in the
spirit, in so far as the latter stands by itself in existence and super-abounds in it. Metaphysically
considered, personality, being in one's substance a signature or a seal enabling one freely to perfect
and freely to give this substance, evidences in each of us that expansiveness (dpanouissement) of
being which, in a corporeal-spiritualbeing, is linked to the spirit, and which constitutes, in the
secret depths of our ontological structure,a source of dynamic unity and of inner unification. ...
It is the image of God" (Scholasticism and Politics [New York: Macmillan, 1941] 61, 63-64).
This is the core of Maritain's "Personalism."It is unknown whether Weil ever read this lecture. It
should be noted that "Personalism"is usually less associated with Maritain than with Emmanuel
Mounier. For several years Weil's earlier association with Mounier had led scholars to make him
and not Maritain the object of Weil's attack. Fraisse's article (see n. 5, above) in good part was
meant to clear Mounier.
16"Human Personality,"33
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to place it elsewhere. Rights are a matterof commerce and property,she claims,
and are defined by the jus utendi et abutendi. That, of course, makes them quite
fit to deal with issues of personalityand the social ego. But when Maritainsuggests that the idea of rights has priorityover that of obligations because God has
rights over creaturesbut not obligations, she thinks that something has gone very
wrong indeed. Not only has the law of propertyand commercebeen appliedrather
unequivocallyto the divine, the whole sense of the propositionrunscounterto the
more genuine Christianunderstandingof God. God acts out of his goodness and
love to creatures,going out from himself to meet their needs. Moral and spiritual
obligations, as she understandsthem, are not laid on one-and they are not laid on
God, either.They are committedgoodness, a matterof heart.To talk about rights
preceding obligations in the case of God is to utterly misrepresentthe natureof
God's goodness and love as portrayedin the Gospels. It is to treatrights and obligations, indeed, as a Roman overlordmight treatthem.

Personalityand the Impersonal
The scope of this paperdoes not allow me to go deeply into the substanceof what
may now be seen as a legitimateand importantphilosophicaldebate. I would like,
however, to say something more about Weil's deepest objections to Personalism
and her suggestion that the truly sacredin the humanbeing is the impersonal,and
about why she was so insistent on liberating the minds of her colleagues from
Maritain'sclaims.
Weil has two importantreasonsfor rejectingPersonalism.One is herconsidered
view of what constitutespersonality.Ratherthan seeing it, as Maritaindid, as the
highestanddeepestdimensionof ourbeing, thatwhereinourfreedomis most clearly
expressed and needs the most respect,Weil maintained,using argumentssimilarto
those of Foucault a generationlater,that personalityand its value are constituted
by what she called "social matter."The person and the value we put on persons is
historically contingent and manufacturedby the play of social forces.17 So, more
often than not, when we focus on the person and personality,we tend to miss what
is of genuine and lasting value in human aspiration.Moreover, since personality
is born out of social struggle, there is always an element of contention involved
in personalityand its expansion. She observantlypoints out that rights, which are
linked to the concept of the person, are always asserted in a tone of contention,
and even inhibit movements of genuine charity.In this respect Maritain,although
he wantedto thinkof personalityas quite differentfrom something "derivingfrom
"'ChristopherHamilton's observationin this issue of HTR("Simone Weil's 'HumanPersonality':
Between the Personal and the Impersonal,"HTR 98 (2005) 193 n. 13) that Weil would not have
accepted the aspects of personality as suitable candidates for the impersonal even if they were not
contingent is beside the point, since she is not trying to build a conception of the impersonal. She
is critiquing Maritain, who rests his case on them. But it is also hard to imagine how they could
be anything but contingent if they are born out of struggle. They therefore are on a level below the
fixed and absolute level of moral obligation to others that the impersonal is meant to mark out.
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matter,"by linking his metaphysicalnotion of personne to rights ultimatelyput it
right back in that realm of materialsocial struggle. The problem is that he made
the mistake of too many metaphysiciansand theologians; namely, after making
an appropriatemetaphysicaldistinction,he then went on to do metaphysicsand in
the process ended up collapsing the distinction by writing of the sacred in terms
bound by the profane.
The question, of course, is whetherWeil falls prey to this same mistake. ChristopherHamilton'sinsightful articlesuggests that she does, that as one who writes
in language she cannot escape doing so.18Even if she sees the impersonal as a
"nothing"(at least nothing definable), Weil seems to argue for a psychologicallike aspirationfor the good in all people. She, too, picks out a single empirical
feature and abstractsfrom it. This, however, seems to me to miss the real point
of the "impersonal,"that is, as a limiting concept to move beyond Maritain's-or
anybody else's--domestication of transcendence.
Weil was well aware of the limits of language and of being a language-user.
At the end of "HumanPersonality,"she explicitly warns against defining certain
words and using them in a fully specifiable sense, as Maritainunfortunatelydid.
These words include "God,""truth,""justice,""love," and "good."But if we cannot make them fit any reality we know, if we are not to personalize them, thatdoes
not mean that we cannot use them. She notes:
Thesearethe wordswhichreferto an absoluteperfectionwhichwe cannot
conceive.... Whattheyexpressis beyondourconception.... To use them
legitimatelyone mustavoidreferringthemto anythinghumanlyconceivable
andat the sametimeone mustassociatewiththemideasandactionswhich
arederivedsolelyanddirectlyfromthe lightwhichtheyshed.'9
So Weil is fully aware of how words are used, and she issues an explicit warning. Forher,a good partof the abilityto use the concept of the impersonalproperly
is to refrain from putting such words in the realm of the personal. But there is
more thanthis apophaticwarning.What she is driving at bears some similarityto
Wittgenstein'sview thatcertainconcepts do not operatewithin a logical space but
ratherdefine it. Here "theimpersonal"is indeed not the name for anything;it may
tell us, though,somethingaboutthe moralspace in which we are operating.Within
the context of Weil's critique of Maritain,it at least points out that in our moral
obligations to human beings, personality won't do the job. But Weil also argues
that it is importantthat such words be associated with ideas and action derived
from the light they shed, so that they are not vacuous. Their reality is manifested
in the way that we use and configure other words-in this case, other moral and

"Note, however, that whereas Weil's criticism of Maritain is that he degrades the divine to the
level of the profane, Hamilton's accusation against Weil seems to be the inverse, in that he suggests
that she builds up a transcendentconcept out of specific, limited experience (ibid., 198, 203-4).
19"HumanPersonality,"33
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spiritualwords.20 The light of Maritain'sPersonalismreveals only the contentious
realmof rights;Weil thinks"impersonaljustice" reveals the love thatsurpassesall
understandingand is particularlyexemplifiedin Christ'scross.21Given this view of
transcendentwords, I do not see why one cannot use words to warnreadersabout
the limitationsof certainotherwords we use, withoutcommittingoneself to using
them to pick out a feature. More importantis that a word like "impersonal"can
also be used to demand that one think beyond the personal, and to do so without
far beyond the limits of what
qualification.It can be used to make us pay attention22
personalinterest might demand.This is where obligation resides for Weil.
If this is the case, then the deep issue that divides Weil and Maritaininvolves
the moralspace of the personalandthe impersonal.Each of these termsultimately
reveals the sortof concept each really is and what it requiresof its user. Hereinlies
Weil's second reason for rejectingMaritain'sPersonalism:it does not protectand
value humanityto the ultimatedegree that he thinks it does, no matterhow many
rightsare definedand how clearly,for rights simply do not penetrateto the deepest
issues of justice. Talk of them can even blind us to those issues. Even when one's
rights are scrupulously guarded,Weil thought, one's deepest inner cries are not
necessarilyheardor respondedto. Those inarticulatecries lie behindeasily defined
words, and until one can hear the inarticulateword behind the words, one has not
heard the humanor what is sacred in her at all. Weil bases this claim on her own
observanceof courtcases whereeverythingwas done fairly andin accordancewith
pure proceduraljustice, yet those who lacked articulatenessneverthelessdeparted
with a profoundsense that good had not triumphed,that they had not been heard
and had even been humiliatedby the flow of fine words. Recommendingthe impersonal in the human being is recommendingthat it would be unjust not to pay
more attentionto her.
Understood in the context of her critique of personality,Weil's assertion that
what really is sacredin a humanbeing is the impersonalgains considerableclarity
and moralimportance.For althoughthe very word "impersonal"perhapschills us
as being unfriendlyand abstract,it is precisely our ability to disregardaspects of
personality-ours and others'-that makes us just, without qualification.When
she recommendsimpersonalism,Weil is not trying to cut humansout of the world,
20Thisis a point PeterWinch sought to make in his Simone Weil: "TheJust Balance" (Cambridge:
CambridgeUniversity Press, 1989). He cites approvingly Weil's dictum that "earthlythings are the
criterion of spiritual things," which he argues "shows that we are not being offered a 'metaphysics
of the spiritual,' but a certain way of thinking about the earthly" (199).
21Seeparticularlyher "The Love of God and Affliction," in Simone Weil: Writings (ed. Eric O.
Springsted;Maryknoll, N.Y.: Orbis, 1998) 41-71.
22Thus,for example, Weil says of beauty: "Beauty can be perceived, though very dimly and
mixed with many false substitutes, within the cell where all human thought is at first imprisoned.
And upon her rest all the hopes of truthand justice, with tongue cut out. She, too, has no language;
she does not speak; she says nothing. But she has a voice to cry out. She cries out and points to truth
and justice who are dumb, like a dog who barks to bring people to his master lying unconscious in
the snow" ("HumanPersonality,"29).
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nor to specify a featureabout them, but to make the fullest room for them. She is
doing so by refusing to reducehumansto aspects of the humanwish for good that
are essentially bound up with contingent historical circumstances. Impersonalism maintainsnot only that the human "expectationfor good" is more than what
counts as personality,but also that we are obliged to respect humans even when
they show no signs of being persons (no matterwhat Peter Singer thinks).As she
points out in anotheressay, in the Gospel parablethe man set upon by thieves and
abandonedby the side of the road had become nothing more than a stone; it is no
wonderthat the priest and the Levite walked by him. Yet the Samaritansomehow
didn't let that limit him, nor did he let his Samaritannessor the man's Jewishness
limit him, either.The concept of the impersonalis meantto standbehinda stronger
moralclaim than can be generatedfrom the notions of personalityand rights. It is
meant to call to mind an unlimitedobligation that one humanhas to another.It is
not an alternative;it stands on a differentplane.
Thus the impersonalis, for Weil, morally prior to any individualaspects of the
human.That runs against the grain of liberal conceptions of the humanbeing, includingMaritain's.But in the end the impersonalmay alone be thatwhich sustains
our infinite love and concern and allows us to transcendour own personalaspirations in orderto care for another.Stanley Cavell makes a similarpoint. Discussing
Wittgenstein'sdismissal of privatelanguages, he notes thatpeople often object to
that dismissal, thinkingthat if the privacy of, say, the way they want to talk about
pain sensations is taken away, something importantabout their inner life is also
taken away. Cavell says:
In a way this is true.I thinkone moralof the Investigations
as a wholecan
be drawnas follows:Thefact,andthe state,of your(inner)life cannottake
its importance
fromanythingspecialin it. Howeverfaryou havegone with
it, you will findthatwhatis commonis therebeforeyou are.The stateof
yourlife maybe, andmaybe all thatis, worthyourinfiniteinterest.Butthen
thatcan only exist alongwitha completedisinteresttowardit. The soul is
impersonal.23
The pointis thatif we areto be wholly and infinitelycommittedto makingspace
for humansouls in the world,the commitmentcannotdependon theirinterestingor our interested-features. The commitmentmust be deeper and more extensive
than that would allow. That is Weil's point. It is not Maritain's.But she may not
have been able to articulateit were it not for her encounterwith Maritain.

23StanleyCavell, The Claim of Reason (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979) 361.
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